Zephyr hoods feature technological advancements such as DCBL Suppression System™ that is an evolutionary step from the traditional AC powered range hood. This proprietary technology makes the hoods up to 77 percent more energy efficient with 77 percent less noise. Wireless remote controls allow cooks to adjust speed levels and lighting from more than 15 feet away. Airflow Control Technology™ (ACT™) is Zephyr’s exclusive technology that gives the installer freedom to set the maximum CFM to accommodate local make-up air codes without compromising design. LED lights have breezed past halogen when it comes to illuminating the cooking surface, and Zephyr’s cool-to-the touch, eco-friendly bulbs have a longer lifespan and clean glow that won’t distort the color of food. Zephyr also offers hoods with colored LED lighting options in cloud white, deep blue and amber.

Adding to its Core, Designer and Pro Collections, Zephyr makes an indelible mark in the pro-style category with the new Titan hood. Delivering more power, using less energy and featuring a virtually silent motor, Titan is arguably Zephyr’s most forward-thinking hood to date. Titan challenges the definition of professional style with its sleek curves, beveled edges and modern, professional-style design. The inside of the hood is just as sophisticated with the new 750 CFM PowerWave™ internal blower for breakthrough power, performance and tranquility. Power-Wave features three-phase AC power and aerodynamic blades that improve efficiency and help create a noise-free cooking environment. This versatile hood can be upgraded to an internal 1,300 CFM blower, which makes it the most powerful internal blower system on the market. In classic Zephyr style, Titan elevates the kitchen hood to a new level of design and technology.